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Abstract  

Suitanes, a new class of two-component mechanically interlocked systems, have recently been developed. 

In this work, we report a detailed study of photoinduced electron transfer processes in suit[3]anes 

consisting of a 3-fold symmetric pyridinium-based (HC6+∙6PF6
-) cage and substituted benzotrithiophenes, 

as well as other polycyclic aromatic guests. Analysis of electronic properties of the complexes shows that 

electron transfer is favorable for complexes of HC6+∙6PF6
- with strong donors, such as thiatruxene, 

benzotrithiophenes, and benzotrifuran. The photoinduced electron transfer for these complexes occurs 

on the picosecond time scale. On the contrary, electron transfer does not occur in complexes HC6+∙6PF6
- 

with benzotristiazole and benzotrisoxazole. Our results open perspectives for the future design of 

mechanically interlocked systems for application in photovoltaic devices.  

 

Introduction 

Mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs) attract significant attention of scientists over the past few 

decades due to their unusual architecture.1-3 The concept of mechanical bonding is an entanglement of 

two or more parts, which cannot be separated without breaking or substantial distorting chemical bonds 

between atoms of one of the fragments.4,5 Structures of this type were first revealed to the world in 1960, 

when Wasserman synthetized a molecule, consisting of two interlocked rings, which was named a 

catenane.6 The fact that the parts of MIMs do not directly connect to each other but cannot be separated 

without breaking the bond provides a new type of isomerism – topological isomerism. The concept of 

topological isomers of cyclic molecules was introduced by Frisch and Wasserman in 1961.7 Topoisomers 

are chemically distinct structures that have the same number and type of atoms, which are linked to each 

other in the same way and characterized by identical stereochemical bond connectivity, but differ in 

topologies.8-10 For a long time, architectures of MIMs were represented by catenanes,11-14 rotaxanes,14-17 

molecular knots,18,19 and their derivatives.20-24 Only several years ago, a new type of MIMs that do not 

possess interlocked rings or dumbbell shaped molecule threaded through a macroring was introduced. 

Suitanes – a class of MIMs, which consist of two separate components — contains a body with two or 

more rigid limbs protruding outwards and a close-fitting, all-in-one suit.25-29 In order to be called suitane 

the structure must have long limbs to be able to pass completely through the suit and thus ensure 

sufficient stability. Due to challenging synthetic approaches required to create suitanes they are rather 

rare examples of MIMs. 
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Very recently, Stoddart and co-workers have synthesized and characterized a novel member of suitanes 

family – suit[3]ane.30 It contains a benzotrithiophene (BTT) derivative with three n-hexane substituents 

(BTT-3C6) as a body and 3-fold symmetric pyridinium-based cage, namely HexaCage6+ (HC6+), as a suit. 

Thus, [3] indicates the number of limbs protruding from the suit. HC6+ has a diameter of about 11 Å and 

provides a sufficiently large binding surface to interact with aromatic torso in the cavity via ··· 

interactions. The single crystal data have confirmed that HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 (suit[3]ane) complex has a 

sandwich-like structure, in which BTT-3C6 is located between two hexameric platforms of HC6+ with plane-

to-plane orientation (Figure 1). Note that BTT-3C6 unit is not perfectly centered with respect to the 

hexameric platform. NMR experiments revealed a strong binding between host and guest (Ka = 9.20∙104 

M-1L).30 Suit[3]ane shows high stability in acetonitrile at 100 °C for a period of 7 days. 

Here we report a comprehensive analysis of photoinduced electron transfer (PET) processes occurring in 

HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 (suit[3]ane) and a number of similar complexes using DFT/TDDFT theory. A 

conductor-like polarizable continuum model (CPCM) was applied to account for environmental effects. 

Non-covalent interactions between the subunits were explored using the energy decomposition analysis. 

Topological analysis was carried out with the Bader atom in molecules theory (QTAIM). Our results 

demonstrate that HC6+∙6PF6
- cage can act as a strong electron acceptor, and suit[3]anes built from this 

cage and polycyclic aromatic guests exhibit pronounced PET properties. 

Computational Methods 

Geometry optimizations were performed employing the DFT BLYP31,32 exchange−correlation functional 

with Ahlrichs’ def2-SVP basis set,33,34 and using the resolution of identity approximation (RI, alternatively 

termed density fitting)35,36 implemented in the ORCA 4.1.2 program.37,38 Canonical energy decomposition 

analysis (EDA) was calculated using the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) program.39 Electronic 

structures calculations and vertical excitation energies were calculated using TDA formalism40 with the 

range-separated functional from Handy and coworkers’ CAM-B3LYP41 and Ahlrichs’ def2-SVP basis set,33,34 

using Gaussian 16 (rev. A03).42 The empirical dispersion D3 correction with Becke–Johnson damping,43,44 

was employed. The population analysis performed within Mulliken,45,46 Löwdin,47 Hirshfeld,48 CM5,49 

schemes were carried out using code implemented in Gaussian 16. The topological analysis of the electron 

density distribution was conducted using the “Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules” (QTAIM).50,51 

Electron density properties measured at the bond critical point (saddle point on electron density curvature 

corresponding to a minimum in the direction of the atomic interaction line and a maximum in two  

perpendicular directions) give information about the character of different chemical bonds.52-54 The 

AIMALL suite of programs55 was applied to evaluate the bond critical point properties and associated bond 

descriptors –  the electron density [r] in BCP, its Laplacian [∇2ρ(r)], potential energy density [V(r)], 

kinetic energy density [G(r)], and total electron energy density [H(r)]. To visualize molecular structures 

and frontier molecular orbitals, Chemcraft 1.8. program56 was used. Details of the methods used in this 

work, including analysis of excited states and solvent effects, calculation of electron transfer rates, 

reorganization and interaction energies are provided in Supporting Information. 
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Results and Discussion 

Ground state properties 

BTT has a planar sulfur-rich -system formed by fused terthiophene. It has proven to be a useful donor in 

high performing organic photovoltaics.57 In turn, HC6+ is an extended -electron deficient pyridinium-

based cyclophane platform with a large cavity capable to accommodate polycyclic aromatic guests. The 

combination of the strong donor and acceptor in one unit prompts us to study the response of the 

complex to photoexcitation. We have considered 1:1 complexes of HC6+∙6PF6
- cage with BTT and its 

trihexyl derivative BTT-3C6. The ground state (GS) geometries of the complexes (Figure 1) were optimized 

using BLYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level of theory (see computational details in the SI). 

 

Figure 1. Structure of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6. HOMO and LUMO energies of the 

separated donor and acceptor, and their complexes. 

As seen in Figure 1, HOMO and LUMO in both complexes are localized on BTT and HC6+ units, 

correspondingly. The energy of HOMO of benzotrithiophenes decreases dramatically (almost by 2 eV) by 

the formation of the complex. Taking into account the fact that HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6 

are donor-acceptor complexes, we first checked the charge separation between the host and guest units 

in the GS. The population analysis performed within most popular schemes (Table S1, SI) did not reveal 

any notable charge transfer between the fragments. This means that the changes in HOMO energies are 

mainly caused by the electrostatic effect of the HC6+∙6PF6
- cage, which contains positively and negatively 

charged regions (pyridinium subunits and hexafluorophosphates, respectively). Because the pyridinium 

centers are closer to BTT, a decrease of the HOMO energy of BTT is expected. To check this assumption, 

we calculated the orbital energies of BTTs in the field of point charges. To this aim the atoms of the cage 

were replaced by their Mulliken charges. Additionally, we compared the orbital energies of BTT and BTT-

3C6 computed using their geometries both in the isolated state and in the complexes. The calculations 

showed that the electrostatic effects are responsible for the shift of the orbital energies of BTTs, while the 

effect of the geometry relaxation is almost negligible. We note that the formation of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 

is also accompanied by significant changes in LUMO energy of HC6+∙6PF6
- cage. It decreases from -2.89 eV 

in the free cage to -3.66 eV in the complex. However, the LUMO energies of HC6+∙6PF6
- remain almost 

unchanged by the formation of the HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT complex (Table S2). This difference may be explained 

by geometrical features of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6. In contrast to HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT, in which the symmetry 

axes of BTT and the cage coincide, the axes of BTT-3C6 and HC6+∙6PF6
- do not match because BTT-3C6 unit 

is shifted from the center of the cage. 
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To estimate the stability of the complexes, the interaction energy (Eint) between HC6+∙6PF6
- cage and 

benzotrithiophene units was computed. For HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6 complexes, Eint was 

found to be -65.26 and -99.93 kcal/mol, correspondingly. To analyze the nature of the host-guest 

interactions, we performed the Morokuma-like energy decomposition analysis (EDA)58 implemented in 

the ADF program.59 The EDA decomposes the interaction energy into four components: electrostatic 

(Eelstat), Pauli repulsion (EPauli), orbital interactions (Eoi), and dispersion corrections (Edisp), and allows 

one to estimate the role of the specific interactions. The EDA results listed in Table S3 indicate that the 

host-guest interactions in the complexes are quite similar. The destabilizing term (EPauli) is equal to 65.0 

and 122.1 kcal/mol for BTT- and BTT-3C6–based complexes, respectively. Among the binding forces 

(Eelstat + Eoi + Edisp), the dispersion term prevails with the contribution of 64 and 60% for HC6+∙6PF6
-

⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6
- ⊃BTT-3C6. The second largest term is electrostatic attraction with equal contribution 

of 25% for both complexes. Finally, the orbital interactions provide only 11 and 15% of the total 

stabilization interactions. The larger Eoi in HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 correlates with smaller HOMO-LUMO gap 

as compared with HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT (Figure 1). 

To gain access to the host-guest interaction topology, we performed a series of QTAIM calculations.50 The 

electron density, its Laplacian, bond critical points (BCPs) and other topological parameters were 

considered (see Table S4). The analysis revealed two types of host-guest interactions: ∙∙∙ interactions 

between -electron systems of the subunits, and CH∙∙∙ interactions between the fragments. In the case 

of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT, ∙∙∙ interactions are dominant. Replacing of BTT with BTT-3C6 unit and its shift from 

the center of the cage affect significantly the interaction topology. Such a mutual arrangement of the cage 

and hexyl substituents of benzotrithiophene in HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 provides a larger number of BCPs of 

both types, maintaining comparable electron density characteristics. The number of BCPs corresponding 

to ∙∙∙ interactions is slightly larger compared to HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT (14 vs 12), while the number of BCPs 

indicating CH∙∙∙ interactions is significantly larger (24 vs 9). Note that characteristics of BCPs in HC6+∙6PF6
-

⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 complexes are similar (Table S4). Because the main difference in the 

number of BCPs is due to critical points corresponding to the CH∙∙∙ interactions, we can assume that this 

type of interactions is responsible for increasing the interaction energy between the fragments in 

HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 compared to HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT. QTAIM molecular graphs for HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and 

HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 complexes are given in Figure S1, SI.   

Analyzing the results of crystallographic measurements for HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6, an 

interesting feature of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT complex was identified. In particular, we noticed that its X-ray 

structure indicates the presence of a pronounced BTT unit disarray, which is apparently a superposition 

of BTT reflection and dynamic positional disorder (Figure 2a-c). This type of disorder usually appears 

because of thermally induced motions. Since the X-ray experiment was carried out at 100 K, this disorder 

is most likely the result of a low-energy barrier to the rotation of the BTT unit inside the cage. To assess 

the thermally accessible amplitude of rotation, a corresponding rotational scan was performed. For 

HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT, the centers of mass of the host and guest coincide. Thus, we computed the energy of the 

complex as a function of the angle  between vectors A and B (Figure 2d). Vector A goes from the center 

of mass to the middle of the p-xylene linker which connects two hexameric platforms. Vector B starts at 

the same center of mass and passes through the -proton of the thiophene ring. Since the complex has a 

symmetry close to C3, the scan of the angle  was performed from -4° to 127° with a step of 3°. 
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Figure 2. (a) Crystal structure of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT complex (PF6

- units have been omitted for clarity). Data 

taken from CCDC data base (deposition number 2045036); (b) and (c) Two stereoisomers of HC6+∙6PF6
-

⊃BTT with clockwise and counterclockwise orientation of BTT fragment; (d) Vectors A and B used to define 

the rotational angle; (e) Dependence of the potential energy on the angle  ranging from -4° to 127° with 

a step of 3°. The red and blue dots indicate two conformers; (f) Potential energy scan for the angle  

varying from -4° to 18° with a step of 1°. The relative energy remains within 1 kcal/mol when the angle  

varies between 0° and 16° (the region is highlighted in red).  

We found that the rotation of BTT inside HC6+∙6PF6
- cage occurs through a moderate energy barrier. We 

have identified two conformers. The first corresponds to the structure found in the solid state, with the 

-proton of the thiophene ring pointing towards the phenyl linker (red dot in Figure 2e). In the second 

conformer (blue dot in Figure 2e), the -proton is located between p-xylene linkers connecting two 

hexameric platforms. The energies of the conformers differ by 8.5 kcal/mol, the former being more stable. 

Their structures are shown in Figure S2. Scanning (Figure 2e) shows that the energy barrier for BTT 

rotation within 16° is less than 1 kcal/mol. This explains the disorder of BTT fragment observed in the 

crystallographic experiment for HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT complex. 

Singlet excited states and role of PF6
- counterions 

Our results show that HC6+∙6PF6
- cage in both complexes is characterized by a rather low LUMO 

energy, -2.99 and -3.66 eV (Figure 1) and can act as a good electron acceptor, while benzotrithiophenes 

are used as electron donors in organic optoelectronics.60 Thus, suit[3]anes are expected to be prone to 

PET. Simulations of the excited states were carried out by TD-DFT method at the CAM-B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-

SVP//BLYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level of theory (see SI for computational details). To characterize the 

properties of excited states, HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6 systems were divided into 2 

fragments: host (acceptor) HC6+∙6PF6
- cage and guest (donor) BTT or BTT-3C6. The electron density 

distribution was analyzed for the 100 lowest-lying excited states. Three types of excited states were 
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identified: (1) locally excited (LE) states, where excitation is mostly localized either on the guest (LEGuest) 

or the host molecule (LEHost) and charge separation is smaller than 0.1 e (CS < 0.1 e); (2) charge transfer 

(CT) states showing significant charge separation (CS > 0.8 e); and (3) mixed states where both LE and CT 

states contribute substantially (0.1 e < CS < 0.8 e). 

In the gas phase, the 100 lowest-lying vertical singlet excitation energies of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT complex vary 

from 4.02 to 5.43 eV (Table 1). The first excited state at 4.02 eV is the LEHost state formed by the HOMO-2 

 LUMO transition. LEGuest states with exciton localization on BTT were not found within the 100 

computed excited states. The lowest CT state with 0.89 e transferred from BTT to HC6+∙6PF6
- lies only 0.1 

eV higher in energy, at 4.12 eV, and corresponds to the HOMO  LUMO transition. It can be described as 

[HC6+∙6PF6
-]-⊃[BTT]+. Among the studied excited states, only this type of charge separated state was 

observed.  

The energies of the 100 lowest-lying singlet excited states of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 are shifted by 0.4 eV in 

comparison with HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and vary from 3.62 to 5.02 eV. The energy of LEHost states in both 

complexes is almost identical. But unlike HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT, the lowest excited state in HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6 

is the CT state rather than LEHost. This CT state is formed due to electron transfer from BTT-3C6 to HC6+∙6PF6
- 

and can be described as the HOMO  LUMO transition. The frontier MOs representing the LE and CS 

states are shown in Figures S3-S4. 

Table 1. Excitation energies (Ex, eV), main singly excited configuration (HOMO(H)–LUMO(L)) and its weight 

(W), oscillator strength (f), extent of charge transfer (CT, e) or localization of exciton () computed for 

neutral  HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6 complexes, as well as for the charged HC6+⊃BTT and 

HC6+⊃BTT-3C6 complexes (data given in italic) in the gas-phase (VAC) and acetonitrile (ACN). 

 Supramolecular host-guest systems 

without PF6
- counterions with PF6

- counterions 

HC6+⊃BTT HC6+⊃BTT-3C6 HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6 

VAC VAC ACN VAC ACN 

 LEHost (HC6+/HC6+∙6PF6
-) 

Ex 4.036 4.010 4.018 4.143 4.072 4.187 

Transition 
(W) 

H-8 – L 
(0.27) 

H-11 – L  
(0.23) 

H-2 – L 
(0.32) 

H-3 – L+3 
(0.32) 

H-7 – L 
(0.22) 

H-3 – L 
(0.17) 

f <0.001 <0.001 0.002 0.027 0.004 0.003 

 0.976 0.893 0.969 0.965 0.899 0.928 

 Most absorptive transition 

Ex 4.778* 4.781* 4.747* 4.817 4.964* 5.119* 

Transition 
(W) 

H-1 – L+6 
(0.17) 

H-1 – L+13 
(0.09) 

H – L+8 
(0.08) 

H-10 – L+8 
(0.09) 

H-6 – L+5 
(0.05) 

H-13 – L+2 
(0.07)  

f 0.733 0.612 0.238 1.315 0.362 1.164 

Localization HC6+ HC6+ HC6+∙6PF6
- HC6+∙6PF6

- HC6+∙6PF6
- HC6+∙6PF6

- 

 0.546 0.758 0.807 0.882 0.739 0.720 

CT 0.389 0.128 0.162 0.056 0.243 0.188 

 CT (BTT/BTT-3C6   HC6+/HC6+∙6PF6
-) 

Ex 4.236 3.546 4.121 3.764 3.619 3.557 
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Transition 
(W) 

H-1 – L+1 
(0.39) 

H – L  
(0.57) 

H – L  
(0.81)  

H – L  
(0.85)  

H – L  
(0.74) 

H – L  
(0.72) 

f 0.002 0.010 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.014 0.0015 

CT 0.800 0.914 0.890 0.952 0.917 0.937 

* - mixed states with significant contributions of both LE and CT. 

The energetics of CT states can be strongly affected by charged species. This was demonstrated 

experimentally and theoretically by the example of the inclusion complex [10]CPP⊃Li+@C60,61,62  Li+-doped 

carbon nano-onions,63 and the Zn-porphyrin–[10]CPP⊃C60 junction.64 A reliable prediction of the structure 

for solvated contact ion pairs is still very challenging task. Thus, we studied the role of PF6
- counterions on 

the excitations and electron transfer properties of the isolated HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6 

complexes. The geometries of both complexes without the PF6
- counterions were optimized. Our 

calculation of the complexes with and without PF6
- revealed only minor differences in predicted electronic 

properties. In particular, the energy of LE states remains almost unchanged (it varies within 0.1 eV). The 

absence of the influence of counterions on the energetics of LE states seems reasonable. Vertical GS  

LE transition are not associated with a significant redistribution of the electron density and, its 

electrostatic interaction in the GS and LE states with counterions is similar. In contrast, charge separation 

between the fragments in CT states can lead to significant electrostatic effects. However, in our systems, 

these effects are rather small (slightly exceeding 0.1 eV) due to the symmetric arrangement of the PF6
- 

counterions. Because of that, some inaccuracies in the positions of the counterions will not significantly 

affect the energetics of excited states in the complexes.  

Effects of environment 

To get insight into the influence of polar environment on electronic excitations, a well-proven COSMO-

like model64-67 with acetonitrile as a solvent was applied. The dipole moment of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and 

HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 was calculated to be 0.20 and 1.13 D, respectively. The very small dipole moment of 

HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT can be explained by the C3 symmetry of this system. The dipole moment of HC6+∙6PF6

-

⊃BTT-3C6 is slightly bigger due to the fact that the encapsulated BTT-3C6 unit is shifted from the center of 

the cage. Since the complexes have positively and negatively charged regions (pyridinium subunits and 

hexafluorophosphates), they have high solvation energies, -3.40 and -6.33 eV were computed for 

HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6, correspondingly. This difference in solvation prompted us to 

carefully compare the structural elements of the complexes. It can be expected that the mutual 

arrangement of pyridinium groups and hexafluorophosphate anions is responsible for the change in the 

solvation energy. Indeed, the geometry analysis revealed that the average distance between phosphorus 

atom of PF6
- anion and closest pyridinium nitrogen atom in HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT is 4.417 Å, while in HC6+∙6PF6
-

⊃BTT-3C6 this value is 4.883 Å. The observed difference seems to be due to the fact that three n-hexyl 

chains of BTT-3C6 fragment extending beyond the cage cause repulsion of the PF6
- anions. In turn, the 

greater distance between the oppositely charged centers in HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 leads to better solvation 

of each fragment, and thus facilitates the solvation of the complex. To confirm this assumption we 

removed the PF6
- counterions and recalculated the solvation energies for HC6+⊃BTT and HC6+⊃BTT-3C6. 

Their absolute difference became significantly smaller, instead of 2.93 eV we obtained 0.78 eV.  

The change in the dipole moments when going from the GS to the LEHost states is found to be rather small; 

even for HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 it does not exceed 2.5 D. The calculated solvation energies of the GS and 

LEGuest states are also very similar.  Detailed data for both complexes are given in Table S5, SI. The dipole 
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moment of CT states is usually significantly larger than that of GS and LE states. However, the high ability 

of both fragments to delocalize the excess charge and the high symmetry of the complexes are the reason 

for a relatively small difference (less than 4.2 D) in the dipole moments found for the GS and CT states. 

Solvation of the complexes leads to stabilization of CT states and their relative energy reduces from 4.12 

to 3.76 eV, and from 3.62 to 3.56 eV for HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6, respectively. Important 

to note that stabilization of CT state in HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT is sufficient to reorder LE and CT states (Figure 3a). 

Thus, in polar solvent the charge transfer state is the lowest-lying excited state for both complexes. A 

comparison of the measured and predicted UV-Vis spectra demonstrates a good agreement between 

theory and experiment (Figure 3b). This, in turn, indicates that the chosen computational method is well 

suited for the systems under consideration.  

 

Figure 3.  (a) Energies of LE and CT states (in eV) computed for HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6 

in vacuum (VAC) and acetonitrile (ACN); (b) Experimental (dash line) and simulated (solid line) spectra of 

HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6 (suit[3]ane) in ACN. The simulated absorption spectrum was constructed using 

Gaussian broadening (FWHM=0.17 eV). Red vertical lines show the oscillator strength for the 100 lowest-

lying singlet excited states. The experimental UV-Vis spectrum is taken from ref. 30. 

Singlet excited states of aggregates 

The strong stabilization of the CT state and the presence of strongly light-absorbing states suggest a 

possible application of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT-3C6 host-guest complexes in photovoltaics. 

Note that the properties considered above were obtained for individual molecules and thus the 

intermolecular interaction was not taken into account. In order to gain an insight into the effect of 

attraction aggregation on the electron transfer processes, we applied the cluster approach to modeling 

the properties of aggregated states. Let us consider now several systems consisting of one (U1), two (U2) 

or three (U3) units HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT (Figure 4). Both linear (U3L) and triangle (U3T) geometries were 

studied for clusters consisting of three units.  The mutual arrangement of the units were taken from the 

X-ray data.30 
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Figure 4. Structure of the considered HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT clusters . 

Excited state properties of these clusters were calculated using the sTDA method introduced by Grimme.68 

The TDDFT approach is known to be feasible for medium-sized systems.69 However, its applicability to 

systems with more than 5000 atomic basis functions is extremely time-consuming. Another problem with 

large systems is the high density of the electronic states, which may cause the instability of the Davidson 

algorithm usually applied for excited state calculations. The use of sTDA makes it possible to overcome 

these difficulties. The great performance of sTDA has been demonstrated for various organic systems68,70 

and carbon-rich materials.63 To test the applicability of sTDA to the suit[3]anes, we compare the results 

obtained with both sTDA and conventional TDDFT/CAM-B3LYP (Table 2). 

Table 2. Excitation energies (Ex, eV), main singly excited configuration (HOMO(H)–LUMO(L)) and its weight 

(W), the extent of charge transfer (CT, e) and exciton localization (), the HOMO and LUMO energies and 

HOMO-LUMO (HL) gap computed in the neutral clusters U1-U3. 

 Clusters of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT 

 TDDFT sTDA 

 U1 U1 U2 U3L U3T 

H -8.94 -8.93 -8.90 -8.88 -8.87 

L -2.99 -2.98 -3.01 -3.01 -2.93 

HL 5.95 5.95 5.89 5.87 5.94 

 LEHost (HC6+∙6PF6
-) 

Ex 4.018 4.019 4.018 4.052 4.066 

Transition 
(W) 

H-2 – L (0.32) H-2 – L (0.35) H-6 – L+1 (0.30) H-6 – L+5 (0.45) H-6 – L+4 (0.15) 

 0.969 0.960 0.951 0.964 0.940 
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 CT (BTT   HC6+∙6PF6
-) 

Ex 4.121 4.177 4.120 4.155 4.198 

Transition 
(W) 

H – L (0.81)  H – L (0.85) H – L+1 (0.72) 
H-1 – L+1 (0.82) 

H-2 – L (0.60) 

CT 0.890 0.892 0.918 0.922 0.855 

 

As seen in Table 2, the TDDFT and sTDA results for U1 are very close. Because of that, we applied the 

simplified DFT method to the other complexes. The computations predict very similar electronic 

properties for all aggregates. The changes in the HOMO and LUMO energies do not exceed 0.1 eV. The 

similar electronic structure of the clusters is reflected in almost identical energies for LE and CT states. In 

all cases, the lowest LE state is localized on HC6+∙6PF6
- host cage. Within the 140 lowest excited states, 

only CT states are observed that correspond to the electron transfer from BTT to HC6+∙6PF6
- within a single 

unit, i.e. no charge separation is found between the units. The similarity of excited state of the clusters 

suggest that the behavior of HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT by low energy excitation in aggregation state hardly differs 

from that which we observe in a single unit. 

Encapsulation of other molecules by HC6+∙6PF6
- cage and electron transfer rates 

The electron-withdrawing properties of HC6+∙6PF6
-, as well as its ability to delocalize charge makes this 

cage a promising candidate for photovoltaic applications. The large cavity between two hexameric 

platforms allows for the accommodation of various polycyclic aromatic guests. Such aromatic systems 

have developed into an important class of materials with broad application potential in organic electronic 

components.71-73 Of particular interest are C3-symmetric planar systems that are stable, exceptionally 

soluble and easy to modify.74-77 We studied PET processes occurring in several inclusion complexes formed 

by HC6+∙6PF6
- moiety and an aromatic partner with a 3-fold symmetry. The electron-donating ability of the 

guest (assessed by its HOMO energy in the complex) decreases in the order: thiatruxene (TruxS); 

benzotrithiophenes (BTT and BTT-3C6); benzotrifuran (BTF); benzotristhiazole (BTTZ) and 

benzotrisoxazole (BTOZ). The guest molecules and the structure of the host-guest complexes are shown 

in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. Structures of HC6+∙6PF6
- host, selected guest molecules, and inclusion complexes HC6+∙6PF6

-

⊃XXX. PF6
- anions have been omitted for clarity. 
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Geometry optimization of the complexes and calculation of their excited state properties were performed 

as described earlier. The data for the LE and CT states are given in Table S6, the solvation energies are 

listed in Table S7. The GS  CT transitions have typically a very weak oscillator strength, and thus the CT 

states cannot be well populated directly by light absorption. However, they can be generated by a decay 

of LE states. The rates of electron transfer kET were calculated using the semi-classical method by Ulstrup 

and Jortner.78,79 Within this approach, the intramolecular relaxation associated with ET is described by an 

effective vibrational mode, and the rate is controlled by four parameters: electronic coupling Vij of the 

initial and final states, solvation reorganization energy s, reaction Gibbs energy G0, and effective Huang-

Rhys factor, Seff. The computed parameters, as well as kET rates in ACN solvent for all studied systems are 

listed in Table 3. The rates were obtained using the effective frequency of 1600 cm-1, which corresponds 

to the stretching of C=C bonds. As seen from Table S8, the computed ET rates do not change significantly 

when the effective frequency varies in a fairly wide range. 

Table 3. Ground and excited state properties, and electron transfer parameters computed for the 

complexes HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃XXX: interaction energy (Eint, kcal/mol), HOMO energy of encapsulated fragment 

XXX (HOMO, eV), excitation energy of the lowest LE (EX, eV), exciton localization () on HC6+∙6PF6 

fragment, extent of charge transfer (CT, e), Gibbs energy (G0, eV), electronic coupling (|Vij|, eV), internal 

and solvent reorganization energies (I and s, eV), and electron transfer rate (kET, s-1). 

 HC6+∙6PF6
-

⊃XXX 
Eint HOMO 

of XXX 
EX

a CTb G0 c |Vij| Reorg. Energy 
ETk  

i s 

1 TruxS -99.5 -8.42 
E=4.07 

0.89 
E=3.88 
CT=0.93 

-0.19 2.47∙10-3 0.161 0.111 2.05∙1011 

2 BTT -65.3 -8.94 
E=4.14 

0.97 
E=3.76 
CT=0.95 

-0.38 1.16∙10-3 0.171 0.166 2.50∙1010 

3 BTT-3C6 -99.9 -9.04 
E=4.19 

0.97 
E=3.56 
CT=0.95 

-0.63 1.95∙10-3 0.175 0.124 1.61∙1010 

4 BTF -50.9 -9.12 
E=4.23 

0.99 
E=4.04 
CT=0.91 

-0.19 4.17∙10-4 0.193 0.207 6.57∙109 

5 BTTZ -55.2 -9.56 
E=4.24 

0.98 

E=4.85 
CT=0.80 

+0.61 8.05∙10-4 0.196 0.117 [2.6∙10-9] 

6 BTOZ -42.0 -10.02 
E=4.21 

0.99 
n/f d 

a The lowest LE states localized on the HC6+∙6PF6
- cage; b electron transfer from XXX to HC6+∙6PF6

-; c Gibbs 

energy of electron transfer LE  CT ; d CT states have not been found within the calculated excited states. 

Our analysis revealed that the lowest LE state is located on HC6+∙6PF6
- fragment in all complexes. The CT 

state corresponds to the electron transfer from the encapsulated heterocycle XXX  to HC6+∙6PF6
- cage. The 

PET in the complexes with TruxS, BTT, BTT-3C6, and BTF is characterized by a negative Gibbs free energy 

in the range from -0.18 to -0.63 eV. The thermodynamically favorable electron transfer even in the case 

of a rather poor donor BTF (G0 = -0.19 eV) confirms the significant electron-withdrawing ability of the 

HC6+∙6PF6
- cage. In benzotristhiazole-based complex, however, G0 =+0.61 eV and the electron transfer is 

energetically forbidden. We note that in the benzotrisoxazole complex, the CT states were not found 

within the 50 lowest-lying excited states. This suggests that the Gibbs energy for CT process is higher than 

1 eV.  The positive value of G0 makes the ET process in this complex unlikely. Our computations 
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confirmed that the ET rate for HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTTZ is extremely low (Table 3). On the contrary, charge 

separation is efficient in HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃TruxS, HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTT, HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT-3C6, and HC6+∙6PF6

-⊃BTF 

complexes and occurs on picosecond timescale (the characteristic time is 5, 40, 62, and 152 ps, 

respectively). 

In addition, we studied the influence of geometry relaxation on the reaction rate of charge separation in 

HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃BTT in acetonitrile. The computed G0 values and electron transfer rates for the Franck-

Condon (FC) and relaxed structures are presented in Table S9. The calculations showed small changes in 

the energy of LE and CT states (LEHost changes from 4.14 to 4.20 eV and CT changes from 3.76 to 3.67 eV 

when moving from FC to relaxed geometry). Thus, the G0 changes by only 0.15 eV.  

Conclusions  

In this work, we have studied ground- and excited-state properties for a series of the newly reported 

suit[3]anes constructed from a polycyclic aromatic guest incorporated into the pyridinium-based cage 

HC6+∙6PF6
-. The low LUMO of HC6+∙6PF6

- and its ability to delocalize charge make this cage an efficient 

electron acceptor. The TDDFT results obtained for HC6+∙6PF6
-⊃XXX inclusion complexes show that the 

photoinduced electron transfer process is favorable not only for complexes with strong donors, such as 

thiatruxene or benzotrithiophenes, but also for poor donors, such as benzotrifuran. The photo-induced 

charge separation occurs on a picosecond time scale. In contrast, the electron transfer does not occur in 

the complexes with electron deficient benzotristhiazole and benzotrisoxazole. The high stability of 

suit[3]anes in combination with their photoinduced electron transfer properties makes this new class of 

interlocked molecules promising materials for photovoltaic applications. 
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